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INTRODUCTION

"And why does death interest us? This is the secret of life". 1 The death of the highest Pontiff, in centuries, is primarily an event affecting a wide segment of Christian society. This article analyses the funeral of Pope John Paul II, in April 2005, and aspects of the transitory nature and continuation of the pontifical status associated with it, whilst also examining the massive media attention the funeral attracted. I will attempt to show that the extremely intense interest of the media was predictable and was utilised by the Holy See in order to promulgate the concept of pontifical and, therefore, ecclesiastical continuation, and perhaps even to prepare for the canonisation of this Pope.

As discussed below, the Pope’s funeral was at that time the most widely broadcast or publicised event that had ever been held and, in this sense, represented a unique phenomenon. However, in its reference to ancient funeral rites on which it was based, the ceremony also represents an epitome of ecclesiastic self-imaging. Since this essay focuses on the tension between elements of ecclesiastic caducity and glorification and, furthermore, on the efficacy of the lying-in-state of the corpse for propagating a specific image of the Church via the mass media, it adopts an interdisciplinary perspective, combining approaches from visual culture with aspects of papal history and drawing also on what has been referred to as an anthropology of images. 2

Thanatological studies as well as historical and cultural research of the papal body have, in the last decades, changed our understanding of the general phenomenon of the lying-in-state of senior dignitaries in Western societies and, in particular, that of the popes. 3 First and foremost Agostino Paravicini Bagliani’s fundamental investigations have demonstrated how and why since the thirteenth century the pope’s body has become the recipient of rituals of papal humbling and glorification. 4 In spite of these innovative approaches, to date there has been no analysis of the ceremonial strategy and the specific elements of Pope Wojtyla’s funeral; likewise there has been no analysis of the role played by single protagonists or units with regard to the organisation and execution of the funeral. This is not surprising as the Vatican did not officially disclose any precise information regarding specific details of the ceremony. For instance, the Vatican appears to have established a tacit correlation, ex-
tending well beyond the obsequies, between John Paul II and Pope John XXIII, whose embalmed body is on permanent display inside St. Peter’s Basilica. However, it has failed to explain the specific purpose of this association. A nuanced elucidation of the Vatican’s position regarding its own image as mirrored in the ceremony and made widely public would be highly valuable for a better understanding of Vatican policy with regard to media presence and presentation.

The approach of the present study echoes the lack of comprehensive information from the Holy See regarding its intentions when it sanctioned widespread media coverage of the funeral of John Paul II. Thus, the study relies on sources from the mass media and from secondary studies. In so doing, the present study reflects the public reception of the funeral and, therefore, the public image of the Catholic Church.

**Unique Public Attention Regarding the Funeral Ceremony of John Paul II**

The funeral of Pope John Paul II, which took place on 8 April 2005, has remained in the memory of the general public (fig. 102). On that day, believers worldwide gathered in churches and in front of public screens to pay their last tribute to the Pontiff. Everywhere, enormous projection screens were installed, 27 alone in the streets and squares around the Vatican, and in various gathering places such as the Colosseum. In Rome, close to one million people attended the event. While the Vatican admitted it was impossible to provide the exact number of radio and television stations that were broadcasting the funeral service, it can be stated that 137 stations from 81 countries had requested permission for the live televising of the farewell mass from the Pontifical Council for Social Communications. Radio Vatican’s live programme was broadcast by several hundred stations in Europe and the Americas, in seven different languages, offering an alternative to the televised event. Additionally, all those who were unable to follow the live broadcast could at least view photos and programmes recorded on the Internet via their computer screens, as well as recorded videotapes.

In terms of those attending the funeral mass, press attention was chiefly focused on the exceptionally high number of pilgrims and on the wide range of official invitees, mostly consisting of high-ranking religious figures and politicians. Among those present at Holy Mass were 169 foreign delegations including statesmen and women, four kings and five queens, 70 heads of state and government, and dozens of ministers and ambassadors. Regarding the clergy, 157 cardinals celebrated the funeral mass, accompanied by 700 bishops, 3,000 prelates, and some 300 other priests, who distributed Holy Communion. According to estimates by the Italian Government, from 4 to 7 April, some 21,000 visitors an hour crossed the threshold of St. Peter’s Basilica to honor the body of John Paul II resting in front of the main altar, which was equivalent to an average of 350 visitors a minute. The pilgrims spent on average 13
hours waiting in queues, the longest of which measured five kilometres with waiting times of up to 24 hours. More than three million pilgrims had made their way to Rome by 8 April 2005, and two billion viewers watched the live broadcast of the funeral mass on television or recordings of it throughout the same day. Undoubtedly, the passing of John Paul II attracted unprecedented media attention.

ENORMOUS FASCINATION FOR FUNERALS OF CELEBRITIES

That said, during the twentieth century, other funerals had attracted enormous crowds. For instance, one million spectators witnessed the exhibition of Mao Zedong on his catafalque in September 1976 on Tiananmen Square. The funeral of Ayatollah Khomeini in June 1989 attracted several million and, in March 1953, the lying-in-state of Joseph Stalin was attended by five million visitors – if Kremlin statistics are to be believed. However, prior to the broadcasting of the obsequies for John Paul II, only the funeral service held on 6 September 1997 at Westminster Abbey, London, for Princess Diana, who had died on 31 August, had hitherto attracted an equally vast television audience as for John Paul II in April 2005. Two, possibly two and a half, billion viewers in 187 countries watched the funerary ceremony for Diana. More recently, the funeral of Michael Jackson on 7 July 2009, is believed to have attracted a still larger television audience. In point of fact, the funerals of John Paul II, Princess Diana and Michael Jackson are those that have generated the most media attention of all time.

These figures illustrate the enormous fascination the general public has with the funerals of celebrities and dignitaries. Furthermore, the mentioned statistics reveal that the enormous media interest in the pope’s ceremony was to be anticipated. On the one hand, Wojtyla had effectively contributed to attracting significant media curiosity in his person by his efforts to connect with Christians around the world. The “Marathon Pope”, as he was nicknamed, had travelled around 1.16 million kilometres on his trips to 129 countries worldwide, and about one billion people, namely one sixth of the world population at that time, had seen him realiter in persona. On the other hand, the media were expecting to make enormous financial gains by broadcasting Wojtyla’s requiem. Indeed, CNN, Sky News, BBC World and RAI benefited hugely in financial terms from the pontiffs funeral mass.

PONTIFICAL FUNERAL CEREMONY AND THE CONTINUITY OF THE PAPACY

The Pontifical Council for Social Communications of the Vatican has, in several statements made since 1989, confirmed its awareness of the effects of various forms of media attention. Furthermore, in his Apostolic Letter “The Rapid Development” of 24 January 2005, John Paul II discussed the benefits and dangers of mass media, while at the same time stressing the importance of the media for evangelisation purposes. As he noted, “in fact, the Church is
not only called upon to use the mass media to spread the Gospel but, today more than ever, to integrate the message of salvation into the ‘new culture’ that these powerful means of communication create and amplify’. Therefore, it is possible to suggest that the public image in the media of John Paul II’s funeral was strategically planned.

As far as the funeral ceremony of John Paul II is concerned, it is possible to argue that public curiosity in ancient rituals, rooted in archaic burial traditions, was an additional and powerful factor underlying the intense media attention. Indeed, the Vatican may have had a particular interest in publicising age-old funeral rituals. In covering the funeral of John Paul II, the media emphasized the rituals in the wake of a papal death. Media coverage conjured up the “magic of ancient rituals of the church”, something that did not fail to stir the curiosity of the general public (fig. 103). For example, the triple coffin of the pontiff and the silk fanon, which covered his face, were intensely commented on and shown in the media. Triple coffins – the outer part was made of walnut or pine wood, the middle part zinc and the interior part cypress wood – were already recommended for use in the fourteenth century by the surgeon Guy de Chauliac, and their use can be explained by the hydrophilic effect of cypress wood and lead and the solidity of walnut and pine wood. The veil used to cover the face of John Paul II was traditionally used with rites for senior ecclesiastics and royalty. The French patriarch Pierre Amel (1340 c.-1401) refers to it in his funeral ceremonial Ordo Romanus XV; and in 1609 the historian André du Chesne relates this same funerary custom, adopted by the kings of France, to an imitation of the veil that is said to have covered the face of Christ.

These ancient rites may be perceived as additional catalysts for the “media construction of collective rituals”, to cite the title of an essay by Joan Kristin Bleicher. Bleicher takes the broadcast of Princess Diana’s funeral as a paradigm for an analysis of the phenomenon of mass mourning when amplified by mass media. This phenomenon, she argues, depends on the degree of familiarity of the deceased person. “Stars are the mythological half-gods of the twentieth century. [...] The mass media assign the status of celebrities to certain individuals and make them protagonists of their narrative”.

Mass mourning is an ancient and well-known phenomenon. It may be viewed from different perspectives, but socio-psychological studies understand it as an important element during the transitory period to the successor. At the beginning of the last century, Robert Hertz affirmed, “in a given society, the shock caused by death varies a great deal in intensity depending on the social status of the deceased. In the case of the death of a leader or a high dignitary, a veritable panic seizes the entire group”.

According to Hertz, death not only ends the corporal existence but, at the same time, destroys the social being imprinted on or, in other words, projected onto the physical individual. This social being is shaped by society through rites of consecration, involving extensive effort proportional to the social significance of the deceased. Its annihilation, on the contrary, amounts for a society to a kind of sacrilege. “With the death of a human being, a society thus not
only loses one of its members, rather its fundamental vision of life itself is affected, its self-confidence as such. 27

By analogy, I would like to suggest, the old rites that were observed during Wojtyla’s funeral contributed to managing the loss of the social being of the papacy, projected onto the pontiff. At the same time, they displayed the caducity and, in particular, the continuity of the papacy. The widespread broadcasting of the funeral of Pope John Paul II intensified both these aspects, namely the exhibition of rites, enhancing mass mourning, as well as the continuation of the papacy. The actual papal funeral ceremonial acts observe ancient rites since they are “ancient custom”, as it specifies. 28 Regardless of the internal reasons why the Vatican followed ancient customs, the public display of John Paul II and the reference to old traditions during the mass mourning, had to be perceived as a reference to the continuation of the pontifical institution despite the death of the pontiff.

Similarly, in the twentieth century anthropological studies of funerary rites has led researchers to interpret the ancient royal funeral effigies as physical embodiments of the process explained by Hertz, namely a soothing response to mass mourning. 29 Royal effigies, hyperrealist portrait-mannequins of the monarchs made of wax and other substances, were embodiments of the concept of kingdom. They were employed after the passing of French and English kings during the interregnum, namely until the appointment of a successor, from the beginning of the fourteenth century onwards for several centuries. Carlo Ginzburg has argued that from an anthropological and psychological perspective, the effigies served during the interregnum to prepare mourners to bear the unbearable. 30

In addition to this psychological effect, Ernst Kantorowicz, drawing on juridical discussions of the later Middle Ages, has argued that the royal effigies embodied the social being of the kingdom. As he put it, “the king has two bodies, one physical, which is destined to perish, the other institutional, which is perpetuated in the kingdom”. 31 By contrast, “the pope did not have two bodies or substances like a king, but only a natural body, that is born and dies”. 32

In a similar vein, Joëlle Rollo-Koster, in her studies with regard to the funeral ceremony formulated by the aforementioned patriarch Pierre Ameil, as well as in her article in the present volume, interprets the lying-in-state of the deceased pontiff’s body as the display of the social being of the pontifical institution, incorporated in the corpse. The papal ceremonial Ordo Romanus XV, written by Ameil between 1378 and 1389, required for the first time the pope’s embalmed body to be publicly exposed during the funeral, which since that time lasts nine days and is called novemdiæ. Rollo-Koster interprets the fact that the exposition of the pope’s corpse had been integrated into the pontifical ceremonial symbolised the transformation of “the dead man pope into an institutional object”. 33 During the exposition, the pontifical remains functioned as the union of the physical body with the institutional being, namely the papacy.

As I understand Rollo-Koster, the pope’s body was comparable in its psy-
chological effect to the royal effigies during the interregnum. It emphasised the transience of each individual pope, but at the same time soothed the intensity of mass mourning and, through the rites observed during the funeral ceremony, accentuated the continuity of the institution of the papacy. The public display of the pontiff’s body thus amounted not only to being an exposition of the corpse of the deceased individual but also to a public manifestation of the institution of the papacy. Generally, Kantorowicz’s theory of the king’s two bodies has been contested with regard to the institution of the papacy and the pope. But in spite of the fact that jurisprudence of the later Middle Ages did not discuss the two bodies of the pope, the exposition of his embalmed corpse, in a sense, hinted at the very fact that the papacy continued in his flesh or, at least, that the continuation of the papacy through the election of a new pontiff was imminent.

THE TRADITION OF LYING-IN-STATE

The public exposition of the remains of high dignitaries has been a constant practice in Western tradition since at least the beginning of the thirteenth century, following a first millennium of complete disinterest for this subject in Western Christian culture. The moment of this transition is easy to identify: the thanatopractice of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries is rather well documented in Western Europe. The funerals, as part of which the corpse was publicly exposed, increased their duration, and a sophisticated mortuary ceremonial accompanied the remains.34

In the beginning, the practice of lying-in-state was restricted to those from within the higher echelons of society, but was soon expanded to those individuals who died in an odour of sanctity. The lying-in-state of St Bernardino of Siena is such an example. After his demise in 1444, his body was openly presented to the faithful for worship in the Cathedral of L’Aquila for no less than twenty-six days. Another impressive case regards the circumstances linked to the death mask of St Francis of Paola. In 1507, the painter Jean Bourdichon is reported to have taken a cast of the saint’s face, who had died 12 days earlier at the Minim monastery at Plessis outside Tours in France and whose body had remained intact. A notarial document states that

“It was Jean Bourdichon whom the Queen charged to make the portrait of the holy man, as the artist himself testified in the minutes of the canonisation dated to the year 1513. He says that he made a cast of his features, which had remained unchanged for twelve days, in order to paint them more exactly.”35

The handbook of the surgeon Louis Penichier, published in 1699, demonstrates how common the practice of lying-in-state was, since it features multiple descriptions of various individuals displayed in public from the fifteenth to the end of the seventeenth century.36

Common practice since the thirteenth century, the public lying-in-state of the pontiff’s body continues into the present. Over time, it has been subject to
variations with regard to certain details and each public exposition of the pontifical remains must be analysed in the light of its historical and cultural context. However, the aspects of glorification and continuation were always a central part of the public lying-in-state. Pope John Paul II himself confirmed the use of the nine-day period of the novemdiale in his Apostolic Constitution Universi Dominici Gregis from 1996. There, he also refers to the new funeral ceremonial Ordo Exsequiarum Romani Pontificis, written by Archbishop and then papal Master of Ceremonies Piero Marini, finished only in 1998 and published in 2000. There, the novemdiale is called “an ancient consuetude” and, for instance, the translocation of the corpse from the “papal house” to St. Peter’s Basilica is said to “follow the consuetude of the Liturgical Celebrations of the Highest Pontiff”. Although this Ordo provides general instructions on how to proceed during the obsequies, it leaves sufficient margin to vary details of the ceremony. Thus, it was possible to present the funeral of John Paul II to the public in such a way as to highlight the fact that it was rooted in ancient traditions, and as an expression of the continuity of the papacy.

THE BODY OF JOHN XXIII ON PERMANENT DISPLAY

The exposition of the remains of John Paul II is closely linked with another mortuary tradition, namely the permanent display of a dignitary’s body, as practised for the remains of Pope John XXIII since Pentecost 2001 inside St. Peter’s Basilica (fig. 104, pl. XVIII). Perfectly embalmed and displayed to the curious visitor in a Snow-White-like crystal coffin, the body of John XXIII was publicly exposed for the first time on the 3 June 2001 on St. Peter’s Square, thirty-eight years to the day after his death. One cannot but assume that the choice of date was perfectly coordinated. For the Papa buono, as he was called during his lifetime, had been beatified ten months to the day earlier. Furthermore, 3 June 2001 was Pentecost Sunday and John Paul II said mass while at the same time paid a tribute to John XXIII. The importance of this event was underscored by the very fact that it was the first exhibition of a papal body to take place in the open air after a very long time, namely after the lying-in-state of John Paul I in 1978.

John’s XXIII permanent display deliberately established a conceptual analogy with other pontiffs exhibited in glass shrines. These popes enjoy a particular veneration, since Celestine V (d. 1296) and Pius X (d. 1914) were canonised and Innocent XI (d. 1689) was beatified. Thus, by permanently displaying the remains of John XXIII in a glass shrine, his body was consciously identified with those of highly revered popes. I would suggest that this kind of public exposition had the effect of increasing veneration for John XXIII. This effect must be considered all the more significant because the displaying of bodies in glass shrines is a general practice often used for saints, such as for the bodies of Bernadette Soubirous or St James of the Marches. Only recently, this very practice has been repeated by displaying the incorrupt bodies of St Padre Pio and St Leopold Mandic inside glass shrines for a celebration of the Jubilee of Mercy, on 5 February 2016, in the sanctuary of St. Peter’s Basilica.
As far as Pope John XXIII is concerned, an analogy with Rollo-Koster’s interpretation of Pierre Ameil’s concept regarding the lying-in-state seems plausible. The aim of the Vatican in its public display of Pope John XXIII’s body in a perfect and, as such, extremely exceptional state of physical conservation is, I would argue, to symbolise the constancy of the papacy. In its shrine, the corpse is presented as an intact body, its facial expression thoughtfully fixed in a state reminiscent of eternal and blissful sleep (fig. 105). A layer of wax applied on the visage, indistinguishable to the unacquainted observer, highlights the freshness of the physiognomy, transforming it into the countenance of an almost unearthly protagonist imbued with faith and certainty of good things to come. Seen from this angle, one cannot but perceive this body as a deliberate demonstration by the Vatican of the living and enduring nature of the institution of the papacy.

THE CANONISATION OF JOHN PAUL II

As I have tried to show, the display of the corpse of Pope John Paul II was meant to be associated with the idea of pontifical constancy. This interpretation is all the more obvious because the very idea of papal constancy was previously formulated with regard to the permanent display of John XXIII. In addition, media attention on Wojtyła’s funeral ceremony prepared the way for the pontiff’s beatification and canonisation. Theologian and cultural historian Hubertus Lutterbach has analysed the diverse effects that the intense media attention given to the exposition of John Paul II had on the followers of this event. He notes the creation of the conviction that “the body of the conservative pope will be subjected to a conservation for all eternity” and that the pope would continue to live despite his death. 45 Lutterbach cites the strikingly high number of newspaper articles which discussed the “survival” of the pope after his death. 46 He concludes that the pope was related to the underlying public idea of a “God’s man”. 47 Moreover, these articles point to the way in which the idea of pontifical constancy was actually being promoted and, crucially, they also show the extent to which the media endowed John Paul II with supernatural powers. The latter association certainly played an essential role in the early demand by the public for the canonisation of the pope.

Obviously, it would be wrong to attribute the public requests for John Paul II’s canonisation solely to the media attention given to his funeral. However, intense public attention as well as the analogy established between the exhibited bodies of John Paul II, John XXIII and the bodies of other venerated popes were, I would argue, decisive in propagating a glorified vision of the “Marathon Pope”. Benedict XVI started the beatification of John Paul II after only 87 days, despite the fact that Vatican rules require a waiting time of at least five years. The association established between John Paul II and John XXIII is confirmed, well after the obsequies of John Paul II, by the fact that both popes were canonised at the same time in a joint celebration, the first of this kind to ever take place, on 27 March 2014.
CONCLUSION

"Why death? Because death is the extreme. He who controls it controls extremely [...]". 48 Maurice Blanchot’s statement seems in hindsight somewhat programmatic with respect to the display of the body of John Paul II. The Vatican seems to have utilised this pontiff’s death to underscore the rootedness of the papacy in old traditions, and thus its future continuation through time. The body of John Paul II was the key to this conceptual agenda. There is an intrinsic simultaneous reference to death and to life, to cessation and continuation in displaying a dead body. This very concept seems to have been employed by Pierre Ameil as early as the late fourteenth century in prolonging the duration of the public display of the pope’s dead body. This very idea has been strengthened by the Vatican since the beginning of the new millennium through the display of the perfectly embalmed and seemingly incorruptible body of Pope John XXIII, and, finally, by the media coverage of the displayed remains of John Paul II during that incredible week in April 2005.
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5 For these numbers, see S. de Ravinel, *Ces autres obsèques qui déplacèrent les foules*, in “Le Fiararo”, Saturday, 9 April 2005, p. 4.

6 The Pontifical Council for Social Communications, a media council at the Vatican, deals with questions relating to the means of social communication and with all social media issues. Its beginnings date back to 1948, the year when Pope Pius XII founded the Pontifical Commission for Educational and Religious Cinema. I do not know any publication investigating this institution from outside the Vatican. For an overview of its history, see A Brief Outline and History of the Pontifical Council for Social Communications, in “The Holy See”, date nd, <http://www.vatican.va/roman_curia/pontifical_councils/panroman/documents/rc_pc_pcscsпр_14101999_en.html> (4 August 2019).

7 See the statistics provided by the Holy See Press Office and published on 13 April 2005: *Vatican Reveals Surprising Statistics on Funeral Mass of John Paul II*, in “Catholic News Agency”, 13 April
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Diferencia en la vestimenta de Benedicto XVI y Francisco

Maceta
Benedicto XVI llevaba la maceta metálica, Francisco, en cambio, se la lleva la servidora y la confección blanca.

Cruz
Francisco lleva la cruz pectoral de plata metálica, la de Benedicto XVI está labrada.

Roquete
El roquete es una cinta metálica para el roquete blanco remachado con puntillas y que llega hasta las rodillas.

Zapatos
Los zapatos rojos son una antigua tradición de los papeles que entraron en la emperatriz de Bizancio.


105. Countenance of embalmed John XXIII, Rome, St. Peter's Basilica (photo by Author)
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